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Abstract. ‘Looping’ of nondeterministic while-programs is shown to be expressible in Regular 
First Order Dynamic Logic with or without array assignment instructions in the programs. The 
expressive power of quantifier-free Dynamic Logic increases when nondeterminism is introduced 
in the programs that are part of formulae of Dynamic Logic. Allowing assignments of random 
values to variables also increases expressive power. 
1. Introduction 
Dynamic Logic has been introduced by Pratt [lo] as a formalism for reasoning 
about programs. Pratt has observed that Dynamic Logic provides simple expressions 
for an assortment of familiar properties of programs: equivalence, termination, 
partial correctness, and determinacy, for example. However, there remains a general 
question of the extent to which other interesting properties of programs can be 
expressed in the formalism. 
One property whose expressibility in First Order Dynamic Logic CDL) has been 
an open question, first suggested to us by M. J. Fischer, is the property of ‘looping’. 
A nondeterministic program is said to ‘loop’ if its execution tree has an infinite 
path. The concept of looping is a basic one in certain definitions of total correctness 
of programs [l, 3, 4, 61, and the desire for a formal system suitable for reasoning 
about looping motivated the introduction of an augmented version of DL, called 
DL+, in which an assertion that a program loops is added as an explicit primitive 
* I’his research was sponsored in part by National Science Foundation Grants MCS77-19754, 
MCS80-10707. A preliminary version of this paper has appeared rin Proceedings of the Seventh Annual 
ACM Conference on Theory of Computing, Atlanta, May 1979, 1617-175. 
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In Section 3 we show that DL as originally formulated was in fact powerful 
enough to express looping. Thus the introduction of DL’ was not necessary to 
obtglrin the desired expressive power. However, it is ob:,ious, as we observe in 
Section 2.3, that there is no single formula scheme ot IX which uniformly expresses 
looping of an arbitrary program. So the introduction of DL’ can still be justified 
on the ground that it provides such a uniform expression of looping. 
In Section 4 we study the expressive power of nondeterminism in the context of 
DL. Since programs appear as syntactic objects within formulae of DL, one can 
compare the expressive ptiwer of two versions of DL which differ only in that one 
version uses nondeterministic programs while the other does not. This comparison 
of expressive power is substantially different from the standard problem of compar- 
the computational power of deterministic and nonrdeterministic programs, not 
the least difference being that we can obtain definite results. We prove that itir 
formulas without quantifiers, allowing nondeterminlstic programs increases express- 
ive power. In Sectjlon 5 we consider DL with programs containing ‘random assign- 
ment’ statements and show that expressive power is a.gain increased. 
2. Syntax and semantics af DL 
Briefly, DL is First Order Predicate Calculus gugmented by a construct (a)P 
with the meaning that there is an execution of program scheme (x after which P 
holds. The class of program schemes we consider differs slightly from the class used 
in 54, IO]. Specifically, our programs use if-then and while-do constructs rather 
than set union and Kleene star. However, none of our proofs depends on these 
differences in terminology. The definitions given in the remainder of this Section 
are intended to makr this psper self-contained. 
2.1. Syntax of DL 
The symbols used in the language of DL contain the usual assortment of symbols 
from First Order Predicate Calculus: predicate symbols like p, q, r, pl, . . . ; function 
symbols like f, g, h, fi, . . . , each with an associated nonnegative integer arity; and 
the special symbols 1 y v ,3, ), (, and = . Zeroary function symbols are called 
variables, and zeroary predicate symbols are called Boolean variables. Typical 
variables are X, y, z, xl , . . . , and typical Boolean variables are p, q, r, . . . . We assume 
for convenience that there are infinitely many function and predicate symbols of 
each arity. In addition DL uses the pair of symbols ( ) (pronounced ‘diamond’), 
and a few special symbols which are used in programs: :=, while, do, od, if, then, 
6, true, fake, and choice. Symbols which are strictly speaking not in the language 
bui serve to abbreviate formulae are V, =, + and [ ] (‘box’). [ ] is an abbreviation 
for 1( ) -I, just as V is an abbreviation for 13 -I. 
Terms and atomic formulae are formed exactly as in First Order Predicate 
Calculus with Equality. I”ormulae are also formed exactly as in First Order 
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Predicate Calculus except that (LY) may be used in place: of 3x, where (Y is any 
program in a simple programming language to be defined below. Thus formulae 
are characterized inductively as follows: 
- any atomic formula is a formula; 
-for any two formulae P and Q, variable X, and program CY, the following are 
formulae: 
1p, (P v Q), &P, and (~Y>P. 
Formulae of DL’ are characterized in the same way except that for each program 
CY there is a designated zeroary predicate symbol Laoy, which never appears in 
any program. (This is not the definition given for DL* in [S], but it will be easy to 
verify that our definition is merely a notational variant of theirs, and so both 
versions of DL’ have the same expressive power (cf. [4]).) 
Our programs are familiar if-then-while schemes with the addition of a choice- 
statement where choice(cu, /3) means nondeterministically choose to do either cy or 
p,, The following BNF-description is a convenient way to define the syntax of these 
programs. 
(program) ;:= (statement}; (program) 1 (statement) 
(statement) ::= (assignment statement) 1 (if-statement) 1 
(while-statement) 1 {choice-statement) 
(assignment statement) ::= (variable) := (term) 1 
(Boolean variable) := (test) 
(if -statement) : := if (test) then (program) fi 
{while-statement) : := while (test) do (program) od 
(choice-statement) ::= choice((program), (program)) 
(test} ::= (open formula of predicate calculus with equality) [t rue If I a see*. 
We refer to this class of programs as while-programs. The formal definition of ,$heir 
semantics will be given in Section 2.2. In later sections we will also mention tither 
classes of programs; in places where there might be ambiguity we shall refer to 
DL using while-programs as regular DL. 
It will be convenient to have a tree-representation of while-programs. For each 
program cy we define a (rooted) tree Tel. Informally, this tree T, is just the flowchart 
of the program a! unwound into an infinite tree in the obvious way (see e.g. [2]). 
Nodes which correspond to a nondeterministic choice (in the execution of a 
choice-statement) are labeled choice. More precisely, T, is defined by induction 
on cy as follows: 
If cu i.s an assignment statement, then T, is the tree in Fig. 1, where the dashed 
arrow indicates the root of Ta. 
For a choice-statement Trhotre(a,D) is the tree in Fig. 2. 
For an if-statement, TifBtAencrfi is the tree in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 1. Tree for assignment (Y. 
Fig. 2. Tree for choice(a, fl). 
Fig. 3. Tree: for if B then a fi. 
For any two trees S and T, let SOT denote S with each leaf (i.e., Halt-node) 
replaced b;y a copy of T. Then for a while-statement, TwbleB doa & is the (unique) 
infinite tree which satisfies the equation in Fig. 4. 
If Q is a list of statements ~1; ~2; . . . ; sk, then T, is the tree TSloTS2- l l oT,,. 
2.2. Semantics of DL 
2-2.1. Informal presentatfion 
hate that what we halve called while-programs are actually program schemes, 
because they contain uninterpreted fuilction and pizdicate symbols. By giving an 
intemretation I to all symbols in tlhe language (i.e. by defining a state), the schemes 
are made into programs and it is obvious how to execute them. During execution 
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--- B 
T= true A false 
Fig. 4. Equation defining the tree for while B do a od. 
of s:~h a program, the interpretations (values) of some symbols may change. Thus, 
the execution of the statement x l - .  f(y) will in general change the value of the 
symbol X. 
While-programs as defined above will always leave functions and predicates of 
positive arity unchanged. However, later in the paper we consider ‘array assign- 
ments’, like f(x) := y, which do change the interpretation of function symbcls of 
positive arity. Thus there is no reason to distinguish function symbols from variables, 
and we merge the standard concepts of a structure, which provides an interpretation 
for all function and predicate symbols, and a valuation, which assigns values to all 
variables, into the concept of a state, which gives interpretations of all symbols. 
For any state I and program cy, let a(I) be the set of states in which cy, when 
started in state I, can terminate. Let m (cu) = {(I, J): J E cy (I)}. (It will be convenient 
to have both m(Q) and cu(l) defined, although one of them would clearly be 
sufficient.) This relation I captures the ‘input-output behavior’ of the program 
CY. Now to say that after executing Q! starting in state I, it is possible to halt and 
have P hold true, which we express in symbols as I b(cy)P, is the same as saying 
that there is a state J E ~$1) for which P is true. The semantics of formulae of 
forms other than (a)P are defined as in First Order Predicate Calculus. 
Looping of nondeterministic programs is a notion which is independent of their 
input-output behavior, viz., it cannot be defined in terms of the relation m(a). For 
a program, a, define the predicate Loop, to be true in state I, that is I b Loop,, if 
there is an infinite path in the execution tree describing the possible computations 
of Q! started in state I. 
2.2.2. Formal definiticms 
A state I is a mapping of all predicate symbols, function symbols, and (Boolean) 
variables to predicates, functions, and (truth) values on some domain L). The 
mapping of predicates etc. to the symbols observes the arity of the symbolc every 
k-ary predicate symbol p is assigned a predicate ~1 on Dk, every k-ary function 
symbol f is assigned a function fi from Dk to D; in particular, for k = 0, every 
Boolean variable p is assigned a truth value pl, and every variable x is assigned a 
value x1 ED. The symbol = is always interpreted as equality. Given the values 
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PI ,,.. ,f; ,.,., andxl,...ofallsymbolsp ,..., f ,..., andx ,..., thevaluesof TV 
of terms t and the truth values of all program-free formulae under I are defined 
in the standard way. As usual we write I I= P if a formula P is true in state I, and 
I= ,p if P is 1:rue in all states. 
The executiorz tree T,[I) of a program a! in a state I is obtained from T, (defined 
in Section 2.1 above). It consists of the subtree of T, whose nodes receive labels 
,xcordirrg t:o the following inductively defined procedure: 
( 1) ‘l’he root is labeled with the state 1. 
(2) For any node wkhich contains an assignment statement, if the node is labeled 
.I, then its son is labeled by the state K which results from executing the assignment 
statement in state .!_ Namely, K agrees with J on the interpretation of all symbols 
except for the variable: to the left of the symbol ‘:=’ in the assignment statement. 
The value in K of the variable to the left of ‘:=’ is the value in J of the term to 
the right. 
(3) For any node containing choice, if the node is labeled J, then both of its sons 
arc also IalDeled J (i.e., nondeterministic choices do not change the state). 
(4) For any node containing a test B, if the node is labeled with a state satisfying 
B, then the son pointed to by the arrow labeled true receives the same state label, 
I;nd the f&e son receives no state label. Symmetrically, if the state label does not 
satisfy I?, then the false son receives the same label and the true son remains 
unlabeled. 
Let a(I) = {J: T,(I) has a leaf labeled J}, and define I I= (a)P for bn arbitrary 
formula P ifI there is a state J E cy (I) and J I= P. The definition of I I= Q for formulae 
0 not of the form (a)P is the standard inductive definition from First Order 
Predicate Calculus. This completes the definition of the semantics of DL,. 
For notational convenience we define HZ@) for a program CY to be 
(CI, J I: J E a (IN, 
i.e. ar(i!) is the set of states in which program (Y can terminate when staried in state 
I, and m (C.P ) k the input-output relation of cy. ; 
Finally, we define the formula Loop, to hold in a state I iff T,(I) has an infinite 
path. Note that if cy is a deterministic program, viz., if T,(I) has at most one leaf 
for all states I, then Loop, is equivalent to the divergence of Q, namely, Loop, is 
equivalent to [alfalse. As we explain in the next section, no such simple formula 
can define looping for nondeterministic programs. 
k will be useful to give an equivalent definition of Loop, by induction on the 
structure of Q (cf. [4, p. 92-931). For all states I, programs cy, p, y, and tests B, we 
define : 
if cy is an assignment-statement then Loop, is equivalent to false; 
if a is choice(p, y) then P k Loop, iff I != (Loop0 v Loop,,); 
if cy is /3;y then jr i= Loop, iff I l= (Loop0 v @?Loop,); 
if a is it B then p fi then I l= Loop, iff I t=(kJ A Loop@); 
if a is while B do /? od then Ii= Loopa iff I l= (Local-Loop, v Global-Loop,) 
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where I I= Local-Loop, is defined by 
“There is a finite sequence of states Jo, J1, . . . , Jk such that I = JO, Ji+ 1 E 
P(J,)for all O~i<k,J&=B for all O~isk, and&t=Loo&’ 
and I l= Global-Loop, by 
“There is an infinite sequence of (not necessarily distinct) states Jtl, J1, . . . 
such that I = Jo, and Ji+l E p(.&) and Ji I= B for all i 2 0.” 
2.3. The general problem of expressing looping in DL 
Before we go into the technical details in the next section we wish to point out 
that. in our formulation of the problem of expressing Loop, in DL we have made 
two apparently arbitrary choices, namely, our choice of while-programs, cy, and 
our definition of the associated trees Ta. 
The definition of the semantics of (a)P makes sense for any syntactic object CY 
which names a binary relation on states, although we have chosen to restrict 
ourselves to the relations m(cu) named by while-programs. However, because the 
semantics of the statement (IY)P depends only on the relation associated with 
program cy, as opposed to the syntax of cy, there is no loss in generality in our 
choice of while-programs compared to the class of regular programs considered in 
previous studies [lo, 41. In particular, the relations definable by while-programs 
are precisely the ‘regular’ relations definable by regular expressions over the 
alphabet of statements and tests as in [l-O, 41, or equivalently the relations definable 
by nondeterrmlrlU 1 ‘-;ct;c flowchart schemes over these statements and tests. 
We have chosen our while-program syntax in order to emphasize the converse 
fact that looping is a property of programs, or more precisely a property of the 
trees associated with programs, as opposed to just the relations named by the 
programs. Thus, if the relations associated with cy and (Y’ are the same, then by 
definition of the semantics of DL, cy may be replaced by (Y’ in any formula of DL 
and the mN?aning of the formula remains unchanged. This implies that there cannot 
be a single DL-formula F with a ‘program variable’, say A, such that for any 
program CY, the formula F with A replaced by ac would express Loop,. To see 
this consider the two programs a! and (Y’ where a! is: p := false and a’ is: p := true; 
while p do choice( p := true, p := false) od. These two programs a and g’ have the 
same semantics, i.e. m(cu) = m(d), and are therefore ‘indistinguishable’ to any 
formula F of the kind described. At the same time they satisfy +lLoop, and 
I= LOOP,% 
We hope that the simple definition of T, from cy will persuade the reader that 
the question of whether T, has an infinite path accurately reflects the intuitive idea 
that a! ‘loops’, that is, that one of the nondeterministic computations by ar may not 
terminate. 
There may be some loss of generality in our particular definition of L Not all 
computation trees obtainable by similar, intuitively simple inductive defini:ions 
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ail+trcd at defining looping for various classes of programs are in fact obtainable as 
T, for while-programs (Y. (Although, for tiiry regular tree T there is a while-program, 
a, such that TQ differs from Jr only in the uniform occurrence in T, of some ‘extra’ 
tests of Boolean variables and assignments to Boolean variables.) However, our 
proofs that looping is expressible in DL do not involve such a loss in generality, 
and in fact apply to the more general c:!ass of regular trees whose edges are labeled 
with assignments and tests. These can be clefined as state transition trees of finite 
automata each of which has as alphabet seme finite set of assignments and tests. 
quivalently, these regular trees can be defined as trees with nodes of bounded 
degree such that for any label, the set of nodes carrying that label is a regular set, 
cf. [ 11,7]. (A :iode is identified by the path from the root to it, encoded for example 
as a string over an alphabet of size equal to the largest node degree.) It is easily 
seen that T, is regular for any while-program cy, and we believe that any sensible 
formulation of looping for while-programs, flowchart schemes, etc., WiZ naturally 
yield only regular trees. 
Thus our result in its genera1 form can be summarized informally as saying that 
looping, i.e. having infinite paths, of regular trees is definable in regular DL. 
3. Expressing Loop, in DL and in DL with array assignments 
ln this Section we first show that for any while-program cy, the predicate Loop, 
can be expressed by a formula of DL (Theorem 1). Then we show that this remains 
true if we allow array assignments in while-programs (Theorem 2). Note that 
Theorem 2 is by no means a corollary to Theorem 1. Although allowing array 
assignments enriches the language of DL, it is also true that expressing Loop, for 
programs a with array assignments is a more genera1 problem than doing it for 
programs without array assignments. Indeed our proof of Theorem 2 is quite 
different from our proof of Theorem 1. 
3.1. Expressing LoopU in DL 
The crucial part of the proof of Theorem 1 is a characterization lemma about 
infinite, finitely branched ‘transition trees’ (Lemma l), which we prove first. Transi- 
tion trees are the kind of trees on;= gets by ‘unwinding’ finite or infinite ‘state 
transition diagrams’, which are typically in the form of arbitrary directed graphs. 
More formally, a transition tree T is a tree with labeled nodes which has the property 
that any two nodes with equal labels have isomorphic subtrees, and sibling nodes 
have ‘distinct labels. (Transition trees may have infinitely many labels. It happens 
that regular trees mentioned in Section 2.3 coincide with transition trees with 
finitely many labels.) Y is finitely branched if each node has only finitely many 
sons. We shall use depth(n) to denote the depth of a node n in T, with the depth 
of the root being 0; we shall use labeZ(lz) to denote the label of a node n, LabeZsT 
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to denote the set of all labels occurring in T, and NodesT to denote the set of all 
nodes in T. For any I E Labels= let 
min-depth(l) = minidepth( n E Nodesr /\ label(n) = 1) 
and similarly for max-depth. If there is no bound on the depths of occurrences of 
1 in T, then max-depth (1) = 00. We write max-depth (1) c 00 if ma:<-depth (1) is 
bounded. 
For any transition tree T we define 
AT = (1 E Labels=: 31’ E LabelsT(max-depth(l) < min-depth (“))). 
Note that if 1 E AT, then I must not occur at arbitrarily deep i ;vels in T, i.e. 
max-depth (1) must be defined. 
Lemma 1. A finitely branched transition tree T is infinite if and only if 
(i) two nodes alpqg some path in T have the same label, or 
(ii) AT is infinite. . . 
Proof. (1) It is easy to see that (i) and (ii) each imply infinity of T: If there is a 
repetition of a label along a path in T, then by the definition of transition trees T 
contains a subtree which properly contains a copy of itself and hence is infinite; 
and if AT is infinite, then T is infinite because AT is a subset of the labels occurring 
in 7: 
(2) To show that T being infinite implies (i) or (iij we assume 
T is infinite, (I) 
and 
(i) does not hold, i.e. no label repeats along any path in Tt (2) 
and conclude that AT must be infinite. 
Since T is finitely branched, K&rig’s Lemma is applicable and (1) is therefore 
equivalent to 
T contains an infinite path, (3) 
which together with (2) implies 
Labels= is infinite. (4) 
Since T is finitely branched only finitely many labels can occur up to any given 
depth. This together with (4) implies that ‘new’ labels keep showing up at arbitrarily 
deep levels, i.e. 
(m&depth (1): 1 E LabIelsT) is unbounded, (5) 
which together with the definition of AT implies 
AT 2 (I E Labels T : max-depth (1) C 00). 
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(In fact, AT = (1 E Labels T: max-depth (1) < 001, but we do not need this fact.) We 
finish the proof by showing that 
31 E LabelsT (d = max-depth (1)). (7) 
TQ prove (7), let d EN and Ld = (label(n): n E Nodesr PI depth(n) - d}. Define a 
relation 4 on Labelsr by 
/ c I’ iff there is a path from the root in T along which I occurs after 
(i.e. deeper than) I’. 
By the definition of transition trees, the relation -K is transitive, and by assumption 
(2) it is loop-free, hence a partial ordering. So there is a (not necessarily unique) 
maximal element in the finite set Ld, i.e. there is a label I E L,d which does not occur 
on any path below any of the labels in Ld. Since Ld contains the labels of all the 
nodes of depth d, label I does not occur below depth d. Hence max-depth(l) d d, 
and because i E Ld, we have max-depth (1) = d. 
Lemma 2. Let T be a finitely branched transition tree. Then AT is infinite iff 
AT P 0 A Vl E AT 31’ E AT (max-depth (I) =C min-depth (I’)). (8) 
Proof. Clearly, (8) implies that AT is infinite. Conversely, assume AT is infinite, 
and let I be any element of &. Then max-depth(l) C 00, since otherwise lk AT. 
Since T is finitely branched, there are only finitely many labels 1”~ LabelsT with 
max-depth (1) 3 min-depth (1”). Since AT c Labels7 and AT is infinite, there must be 
a label (in fact, infinitely many labels) 1’ E AT with max-depth (I) < min-depth (I’). 
Theorem 1. For each while-program a there is a DL-formula equivalent to the 
predicate Loop,. 
Proof. We define the desired formula L, inductively following the inductive 
definition of the semantics of Loopa given at the end of Section 2.2. The only 
problem lies in translating the definitions of Local-Loop, and Global-Loop, into 
DL-formulae when ar is while B do p. For Local-Loop, this is actually easy to do 
assuming., by induction, that we can express Loopp. Namely, as the reader can 
verify, Local-Loop, is equivalent to 
4$&oice( p := dnge, p := false); 
whiie(p A B) do p ; choice( p := true, p := false)od)(B A Lo), 
*where p is a Boolean variable not occurring in cy. 
Global-Loopa poses a harder problem. In fact we shall only show how to express 
Global-Loopa under the assumption that Local-Loop, does not hold, i.e., we shall 
prove 
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Lemma 3. There is a DL-formula GL, such that 
k (Local-Loop, v (GL, = Global-Loop, )). 
Note that for such a formula GL,, (Local-Loop, v Global-Loop,) is equivalent 
to (Local-Loop, v GL,). Assuming Lemma 3, we can thus define the desired formula 
L, following the inductive definition of the semantics of Loopa given at the end of 
Section 2. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1 except for a proof of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3, For any program cy of the form while B do /3 od and any state 
I, consider the smallest tree S,(I) whose root is labeled by I and which has an 
edge from a node labeled J to a node labeled K iff 9 I= B and K E p(J). (Intuitively, 
&(r) is obtained from T,(I) by ignoring all the steps ‘inside’ any pass through /3, 
recording entire passes through p as single nodes.) Note that Global-Loop, is 
equivalent to Sa! (I) having an infinite path, with the states Jo, J,, . . . mentioned in 
the definition of Global-Loop, being the labels along that infinite path. 
Claim: Sa (I) is a transition tree, and if I I= 1 Local-Loop,, then Sa (I) is finitely 
branched. 
Proof of Claim. By the definition of S,(I), the number of sons of a node and their 
labels are determined solely by the label of the node. This makes S,(I) a transition 
tree. 
If I /= 1 Local-L,oop,, assume that S,(1) has a node with infinitely many sons. Let 
J be the label of such a node. Then the program (Y can enter that state after some 
number of passes through p and on the next pass through p can reach infinitely 
many different states. Hence, since TO(J) is finitely branched, it must have an 
infinite path, i.e. J l= Loopp, which implies by definition that I /= Local-Loop,. This 
finishes the proof of the Claim. 
This Claim makes Lemmas 1 and 2 applicable and we can finish this proof by 
defining GL, so that It= GL, iff 
(A) Two nodes along a path in S,(I) have the same label 
or 
W) (As,cz, fi 0 
and 
(B2) VK E As,cz, 3L E A S,(Z) (max-depth (K) < min-depth (L))), 
for all states I where SQ (1) is finitely branched. This is just a ‘programming exercise’ 
in the language of DL, which we carry out by gradually rewriting (A), (Bl), (B2) 
into DL-formula,e. For notational convenience, let ul, . . . , us be all the Boolean 
variables of cy, and let v~+~, . . . , vs+,,, be all the other variables of cy. For any state 
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It afll aisle states in S,(I) differ at most in the values of VI, . . . , z.J~+~ and we can 
therefore identify each state in S,(I) by the s + m-tuple of thiese values. We call 
the s+mtuple (urr . . . , v,,,) a ‘state variable’ and denote it by V. We shall use 
other state variables, denoted by J, K, K’, V’ etc., in various places. These are 
s + m-tuptes of variables, all of which are pairwise different and, except for 
Vl 9***9 v~+,,,, are different from all symbols in cy. Tests like V = J and assignments 
like L := K are abbreviations for 
fr := k,; f2:= k2;. . . ; r!+,,, := k,,, 
respecttilely. For any state variable J, let (Ye, & and BJ stand for cy, p and B with 
eaclh ci replaced by ji, 1 - z ( ’ s s + m. Again, let p be a Boolean variable not occurring 
in QI and let BUZZ be the program while true do x := x od. 
As a first refjnement of the above formula we get 
(A’) (<choTce( p := true, p := false); 
while (p A B) do p ; chdce( p := true, p := false) od; 
if 1 B then BUZZ fi; 
V’ := V; 
P; 
choice( p := true, p :== f&e); 
while (p rll B) do /3 ; cMce( p := true, p := false) od > V = V’) 
(Bl’) ;K iK E As,& 
f\ 
W’! w xi+ W E As,cr,)+ W E &,cr, A max-depth (K) c m&depth(L)))). 
We now replace every subformula of the form ‘C E AS_& by 
3N E Label’ss,(l, (max-depth (C) < m&depth (N)) 
and then replace every subformula of the form ‘max-depth (C) <: min-depth (D)’ by 
1(y,(C = C’ A D = D’) 
where y is a program which searches the tree S,(I) for an occurrence of D with 
an occurrence of C at an equal or greater depth. The program y performs this 
search by first running two copies, a! C’ and a! D’ of a for an equal number of passes 
through their while-statements hereby setting C’ and D’ to labels occurring at the 
same depth. Then y runs CYC’ for zero or more extra passes through its wnile- 
statement, hereby setting C’ to a label occ ’ 
the program y can be taken to be J 
rring at least as deeply as D’. Specificahy, 
i 
ct:= v; 
d 
D':= V; 
f 
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choice ( p := true; p := false); 
while (p A B cl A BDI) do (p c’ ; p Dp ; choice ( p := true, p := fake) od; 
choice (p := true; p := false); 
while (p A B& do PC1 od. 
Finally we replace all subformulae of the form ‘3N E LabeZssa(lIg by (6) where 6 
is the program 
N:= V; 
choice (p := true, p := false); 
while ( p A BN) do & ; choice (p := true, p := false) od. 
All these substitutions preserve meaning, a claim whose verification we leave to 
the reader. The resulting formula is the desired formula GL,. This fir,i;hes the 
proof of Lemma 3. 
We conclude immediately 
Corollary 1. For every DL’-formula there is an equivalent DL-formula. 
3.2. Expressing Loop, in DL with array assignments 
.Array assignment statements are of the form (term) := (term). Execution of an 
array assignment statement, say of f (tl, . . . , tk) := t, changes the interpretation of f 
at the single point specified by the values of tl, . . . , tk. The definitions of 7” and 
T,(I) from Section 2 can readily be modified to account for this. Specifically, if a 
node of Tcy (I) contains the statement f(tl, . . . , tk) := t and is labeled by a state J, 
then its son is labeled by the state K which agrees with J on all interpretations 
e;ucept hat fK((t&, . . . , (fk)J) = tJ. We denote this version of DL by DLarrays. 
Theorem 2. For each while-program a! (with array assignments) there is a DLarrays- 
formula L, such that L, is equivalent to Loop,. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 the only difficulty lies in expressing the 
predicate Global-Loop, for LY of the form while B do fi odr This, however, is the 
end of the analogy between the two proofs. The reason why the techniques from 
the proof of Theorem 1 do not work here is the fact that the stales which can be 
reached by an unbounded number of repetitions of p cannot any longer be described 
by the values of a bounded number of variables. Repeated array assignments may 
change the values of function symbols of positive arity at some urlbounded number 
of points. Hence a new approach is needed, which we now outline. 
First we define for each program cv and state I the set Dom,(cv) = {tl : t is a term 
formed from symbols that occur in cy}. Clearly, execution of while B do 6 od starting 
in state I cannot ‘produce’ any values not in Doml(a) and hence cannot change 
any k-ary function at points outside (Dom&#‘. Finiteness of Dam,(a) can be 
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expremed in DLarrays by a formula Fin, (Lemma 4). This allows us to split the task 
of expressing Global-Lanp, into two parts, according to whether Dorn~(cu) is finite 
cpr infinite. 
When Dom,( sr ) irs finite, then Globd-Loop, can be expressed by a formula Lt 
Qf DLZWraYS ‘which, informally speaking, says that “a! can be executed in such a way 
that it enters the salme state just before two different passes through p ” (Lemma 5). 
When &m&x) is infinite we can express Global-Luop, by a formula Lc’ of 
DLZMY?3 which, informally speaking, says “For all n 3 0, if there are n different 
elements in Dop?z,(ar ), then p can be executed n times and E2 is true before each 
of these repetitions of 63” (Lemma 6). 
With the formulae from the three lemmas, GZobaZ-Loop, can then be expressed 
as 
(Fin, A L z) v C 1 Fin, A LEf). 
We finish this proof of Theorem 2 by formulating Lemmas 4, 5, and 6, and 
indicating their proofs. 
For the proofs of Lemmas 4-6, let f be a unary function symbol, v, z, 20, 21, . . . 
be variables and let p and q be Boolean variables, none of which occurs in cy. Let 
x be zr variable which does occur in CY. For any state I. define Q(1) = {(f” (zo))I : II 2 0}, 
where [” is the rz -fold composition of f with itself. In what follows Rf will serve as 
‘storage device’, holding finite portions of Dom&x ) in a ‘circular chain’ z0 # f(zo) # 
/*(zo) f - l l #f”‘(ZO) = 20. 
Lemma 4. For each while-program CY (with array assignments) there is a DLorraYS- 
fiwmrrh Fir!, such that for all slates I, I I= Fin, ifi Dom&) is finite. 
ProoQ. We construct a program FREE, which nondeterministically builds up Rf 
to comprise an arbitrary finite subset of Duml(a). FREE, does this by entering 
into .??f the values of variables from (x and also entering the values, at arguments 
that are already in Rf, of function symbols from LY. To write out FREE, in a concise 
way, let SET, for any variable z be an abbreviation for 
z := zO; q := true: 
while q do z := f tz); arhoicle(q := true, q := false) od. 
Thus, SET,E is a program which szts z to an arbitrary value from Rf. 
For any k-ary function symbol Jz in cy, k 3 (2, let APPLY\, be the program 
SET,,;. . . ; SET,,; 
v := h(zI, e . . , zr;); z :=f(zo); 
wl~~l~e(~~z~~z#v)doz:=f(r)od; 
if z # 6 then f(v,! := f(zo); f(r0) := v; p := true fi. 
Assuming that Rf is in the form of a circular chain as described above, this program 
ALPPLY!, picks k random values from Rf, applies h to those values, checks if the 
value thus obtained is not yet in Rf, and, if it is not, enters the value into Rf, 
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preserving the form of a circular list, and sets a flag p to true whenever a new 
value is entered into RF For zeroary function symbols h, i.e. flor simple variables, 
the first line of the above program APPLYh is empty and the second line reads 
61 t’ := h’9, 
Let APPLY, be a program which nondeterministically chooses a function symbol 
from a! to ‘apply’. If h 1, . . . , h, are all the function symbols in cy, including variables, 
then APPLY, is the program 
choice(APPLYh,, choice(APPLYh2, . . . , choice(APPLYh,, APPLY,,J . . . )), 
and FREE, is the program 
20 := x ; f(Q) := 20; 
p := true; 
while p do p := false; APPLY, od. *: 
Any execution of FREE, in a state I has the effect of making Rf into a finite subset 
of Dom&), and, conversely, for each finite subset of Dom&~) cont&Gng XI there 
is some execution of FREE, which makes Rf into that finite subset of Dom,(a ). 
Hence we can express finiteness of Dome by the following formula Fin,: 
(FREE,) CLOSED, 
where CLOSED, stands for the formula 
[P := false; APPLY,] lp, 
which asserts that Rf is closed under application of function symbols (including 
zeroary function symbols, i.e. variables) from cy. This ends the proof of Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. For each while-program cy (with array assignments) of the form while 
B do p od there is a DLarrays-f ormula LF such that for all states I, if Doml(cu) is 
finite, then I k (Global-Loop, = LF). 
Proof. Define the tree S,(I) as in the proof of Lemma 3. As mentioned in the 
proof of Lemma 3, I k Global-Loopa is equivalent to S,(1) having an infinite path, 
. 
with the states Jo, J1, . . . mentioned in the definition of Global-Loop, being the 
labels along that infinite path. If E)onzr(~) is finite, then there are only finitely many 
different states (labels of nodes) in S,(I). This is so because execution of p, no 
matter how often repeated, cannot change the values of any k-ary function symbols, 
k 20, on arguments outside (Domr (c# and it cannot set those values to anything 
outside Dom&). Hence, under the assumption that Dom&v) is finite, S,(I) has 
an infinite path iff there is a repetition of a state along some path. The existence 
of a state which is repeated along some path in Sa (I) can be expressed by a formula 
L? of DLarrays, again under the assumption that Dom& ) is finite. We finish this 
proof of Lemma 5 by showing how to construct such a formula ,:‘I. 
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As in the proof of Lemma 3, let V be a vector of all the variables of cy, Boolean 
and others, and let V’ be a vector of new symbols matching the types of symbols 
in V.Let H=(hl,..., h,) be a vector of all the function symbols in cy of positive 
arity and Jet H’ = (hi, . . . , h;) be a matching vector of new symbols. Let V’ := V, 
V’ = V, H’ := H, H’ = H stand for componentwise assignments and equality. 
fOb+ously, DLarrays does not provide for the assignments and tests between whole 
functions we are using here, and we may not use such wholesale assignments and 
tests in the fiinal formula LF.) The assertion that a state repeats along a path in 
Z?,, (1) can then be expressed as 
(choiee( p := true, p := false); 
v+kUe(p~B)do&choice(p:=taue,p:=false)od; 
if ‘7 B then BUZZ fi; 
V’ := V; H’:=H; 
P; 
choice ( p := true, p := false); 
while ( p A) B’) do p ; choice ( p := true, p := false) od) 
(V= V’AH=H’). 
This formula is entirely analogous to the formula (A’) in the proof of Lemma 3, 
except that now, due to the presence of array assignments, functions as well as 
simple variables are subject to change and consequently have to be remembered 
(H' := H) and later compared (H’ = H). 
As already pointed out, DLarrays does not provide any means for assigning and 
comparing whole functions. But note that the program a obviously cannot change 
the values of functions on arguments outside Dom&). Hence it would suffice to 
have both the assignments and the comparisons between functions restricted to 
arguments from Duml (a ). In addition, remember that we are assuning that Domr (a) 
is finite. If we assume that Rfi1) = Doml(a), then we can express equality of two 
k-ary function symbols h and h’ on arguments from Dom&~) by the following 
formula EQUAL( h, h ‘): 
[SET,,; . . . ; SETJ(h(z1,. . . , zk) = h’(zl, . . . , zk)). 
Let EQUAL,(H, H’) to be the conjunction of the formulae EQUAL(hi, k: ), 
lsisr. 
Assuming similarly that &(I) = Doml(a) and Doml(cu) is finite, it is straightfor- 
ward to write a program, ASSIGN(h’, h), which uses k nested loops to run k: 
variz.bles through all possible k-tuples from (Do&(c# and assigns the value of h 
to h’ OII all those arguments. Let ASSIGN,(H’, H) be the program 
ASSEN(Cs;, hl);. . . ; ASSIGN(h:, h,). 
The ciesired formula LE can now be written as 
(FREE&CLOSED, A 
(choice( p := true, p := false); 
while (p A B) do p ; choice ( p := true, p := fake) od; 
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if 1B then BUZZ fi; 
V’ := V; ASSIGN, (H’, H); 
P; 
choice (p := true, p := false); 
while ( p A B) do 6 ; choice ( p := true, p := false) od) 
V = V’ A EQUAL, (H, H’))). 
Note that the initial portion ‘(FREE,)(CLQSED, A . . . ’ in the above formula allows 
US to assume that &(I) = Dom&) and Domr ((Y) is finite when ASSIGN, is executed 
and EQUAL, is evaluated. 
Lemma 6. For each while-program LY (with array assignments) of the form while 
B do p od there is a DLarrays- formula Ltf such that for ad1 states I, if Doml(cv) is 
infinite, then 
I k (Global-Loop, = L2f). 
Proof. Let Lt’be the formula 
[FREE&I := f(zo); while (zO # zl) A B do /3; z1 := f(zl) od)zl = zO 
with FREE, as in the proof of Lemma 4. 
To und.erstand why the above formula Lzf has the desired property, note that 
it can be paraphrased as follows: No matter what finite subset of Dom&) one puts 
into the circular chain Rf (“[FREEJ”), it is always possible to execute at least as 
many passes through p as there are elements in Rf(I) (to be precise, minus one). 
The variable z1 is used to count the passes through p by moving along the chain 
of RF This finishes the proof of Lemma 6 and Theorem 2. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 do not depend on wheat ests are allowed in 
while-programs. Hence they carry over without change to the version of regular 
DL defined in [4, lo] where tests can be any formulae of First Order Predicate 
Calculus, and more generally to the version of DL called ‘rich-test DL in [4] where 
the syntax of tests is defined inductively to allow any DL-formulae as tests. 
4. Deterministic versus nondeterministic quantifier-free DL 
A while-program is deterministic if it does not contain any choice-statements. A 
DL-formula is deterministic if all the programs it contains are deterministic. In this 
Section we show that in the absence of quantifiers the expressive power of DL 
decreases if we restrict ourselves to deterministic while-programs. 
39. There is a quantifier-free DL-formula for which there is no equivalent 
quantifier-free deterministic DL-formula. 
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Pt:+mf. ,A pnrric~l state specifies a domain D and an arity-respecting assignmeat of 
pwtial functions and predicates on D to function and predicate symbols. We now 
let !* J, .t . . denote partial states as well as states and let fi denote the function or 
predicate assigned by I to the syjmbol f. 
A partial function or predicate fl is an extension of f2 iff fi restricted to the 
domain of f2 is equal to fi. The extension is finite iff domain (fl) -domain (fz) is 
finite. We say that a partial state J is a (finite) extension of a partial state I iff fJ 
is a (finite) extension of fi for all symbols f. 
If I is a partial state and F is a DL-formula, we say that I satisfies F, in symbols 
F, if J b F for all states J which extend 1. Finally, we say that I determines F iff 
The main part of the proof rests on the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let F be a quantifier-free deterministic 
thPrc is a finite extension which determines F. 
DL-formula. For any partial state 
Assuming Lemma 7 for a moment, we can complete the proof of Theorem 3 by 
ccinsidering the following formula F: 
( !p == true; while p do x := f (x ); choice( p := true, p := false) od) 
[p ::-= true; while p do x := f (x ); choice( p := true, p := false) od] q(x). 
Let I ble 8 partial state whose domain is the integers and such that f1 is the 
successor function, xl = 0, and the domain of qr is empty. For states extending I, 
the formula F is equivalent to the assertion (3n > O)(Vm z n )q(m), whose truth 
is obviously not determined by any partial interpretation of 4 with finite domain. 
Hence no finite extension of I determines F, and therefore F cannot be equivalent 
la.) any quantifier free deterministic DL-formula. 
iProof of Lemma 7. The proof is by induction on the structure of F. The cases in 
gvhich F is atomic, a conjunction, or a negated formula follow easily. Suppose F 
is of the form (cY)G, and let I be a partial state. There are two possibilities. 
First, suppose that there is no extension of I on which cy halts, i.e., a!(J) = fl for 
all1 states J which extend I. Then I already determines the truth value of (n)G, 
viz., false. 
So we may assume that there is ‘some state 10 extending I such that cy halts 
started in state lo. More precisely, because a! is deterministic we may assume that 
7X0) consists of a singie path from t:he root to a halt node. Now, because the path 
is finite and the tests are quantifier-free, the outcomes of the tests on this path 
depend on the values in 10 of only a finite number of terms. Thus there is a finite 
extensicjn II of I which ensures that cy will behave as though it were started in lo- 
That is, let a0 be the program consisting of the successive assignment statements 
on the path in T,(lo). Then for any state J extending II, we have a(J) = a&). 
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It follows that there is a partial state, which for obvious reasons we call cuo(ll), 
such that if a state J extends 1, then au(J) = {J’) for some J’ extending auo(Zl ), and 
conversely if J’ is a state extending ar&), then {J’} = two(J) for some state J 
extending 11. Moreover, fr, differs from fa,,(I1) at only finitely many arguments, for 
all symbols fi 
Now by induction, there is a finite extension 12 of cuo(ll) which determines G. 
Let I3 be the partial state such that fIs restricted to the domain of fir, is equal to 
fll, and frs restricted to domain (fr,) - domain (fr,) is equal to fr2 for all symbols fi 
Then I3 is a finite extension of Ii which determines (a)G, as the reader may verify. 
It is worth pointing out that Lemma 7 does not depend on our restriction to 
while-programs. It depends only on two facts about the programs under consider- 
ation: first, the truth value of any test depends on only a finite portion of any given 
partial state, and, second, in any terminating computation of a program only finitely 
many evaluations of tests are performed. Thus Lemma 7 and Theorem 3 would 
remain true if we considered programs IY described by trees T, which are not 
effectively generable; it would also remain true if we allowed array assignments 
or, for that matter, even assignments of whole functions to function symbols by a 
single statement. Naturally, it would break down if we introduced assignments of 
random values to variables (cf. Section 5) since such assignments can obviously 
simulate nondeterminism. 
The proof of Theorem 3 works equally well for Propositional Dynamic Logic 
(‘PDL’, cf. [ 10,4]) with atomic tests. We only need to choose F to be the formula 
(a*)[a*]q and interpret the symbols a and q to mean ‘x :=f(x)’ and ‘q(x)‘. 
Theorem 4. There is a formula of test-free PDL for which there is no equivalent 
deterministic at(Jmic-test PDL-formula. 
It is open whether in the presence of quantifiers, nondeterminism adds to the 
expressive power of deterministic regular DI.. We believe settling this problem 
may be difficult, particularly if the answer is positive. 
5. Random assignments versus quantifiers 
We let x := ? denote assignment of an arbitrary ‘random’ value to the variable 
x. Formally, m(x := ?) = ((I, J): sI = sJ for all symbols s # x}. It is easy to see that 
assignments of random values from the domain make quantifiers superfluous in 
DL: instead of 3x we can use (x := ?), cf. [4]. Similarly, random assignments can 
replace choice-statements. Random aissignments can however be used in more 
powerful ways: 
Theorem 5. The predicate “(x, y) is in the reflexive transitive closure of the binary 
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relation 12” cannot be expressed in DL without random assignments. It can be 
expressed in DL with r&ndom assignments. 
The choice of this kind of predicate is due to V.R. Pratt. ,4 simplification of an 
earlier proof of the second author is due to M. Paterson. 
Proof, With random assignments the predicate “(x, y) is in the reflexive transitive 
clmure of th*e binary relation R” can be expressed as 
To show that the same predicate cannot be expressed without random assign- 
ments, we first prove two lemmas. 
Define two programs Q! and /3 to be equivalent if m(a) == m(P). Call any while- 
program which does not contain any funct.on symbols of positive arity a shujjle 
program. (Such programs can only ‘shuffle’ the vaiues of variables but cannot 
‘create’ any new values during execution.) A whiie--program is while-free if it does 
not contain any while-statement. 
Lemma 8. Any shujj7c program a is equivalent to some program of the form 
if C then %I;“22 fi; y 
whertb ‘1 is a while-free shufle program. 
Prod. Let xl, . . . , x,, be the variables of cy. In the absence of function symbols, 
the program 0 can only ‘shuffle’ the values of xl,. . . , xn around but it cannot 
l cre:~t.e’ any new values. Formally this means that for all states I and J, where J is 
the 4abel of some r,d)de in T,(I), we have {true, false, (x1)1, . . l , (x,)1} 2 
i!Xl jh l l l 9 (x, jJ). This can be proven easily by induction on the trees T, (1). (The 
Boo’sean constants appear because strictly speaking, a new Boolean value could be 
‘created’ by an assignment like p := true.) 
Let s be any shuffling of values among x1, . . aI , xn (which could be formalized as 
amappingfrom{I,... $n}to{l,.. ., n, true, false}). Whether TQ(I) contains a path 
from the root to a halt node whose execution results in the shuffling 3 is determined 
by the values of all predicate symbols from cy on arguments from {(x1)1, . . . , &)I}, 
simply because the outcome of all the tests in T, is determined by these values. 
Hence there is a test C’ which is true in state I iff T,(I) contains a path which 
accomplishes the shuffling s. Using these formulae C,, it is straightforward to write 
the desired while-free program y. Similarly, there is a test C, namely the conjunction 
OY~%T ~11 s of lCs, which is true in state I iff cu(l) = 8. 
Wow observe! that for a program QI of the form described in the Lemma 8, the 
formula (cu)P is equivalent to -I C A {y)P. By techniques from [lo], if y is a while-free 
program then there is a first order formula which is equivalent to (y)P. This implies 
the following 
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Lemma 9. Let R be a DL-formula which does not contain any function symbols of 
positive arity. Then there is a program-free DL-formula, i.e. n first order formula, 
which is equivalent to R. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 5, assume that some DL-formula Q is equivalent 
to the assertion that (x, y) is in the reflexive transitive closure of R. Consider F+?tes 
which have the integers as domain, interpret the predicate R(u, v) as the successor 
predicate u + 1 = v, interpret every predicate symbol except R and = as being true 
on all arguments, and interpret all function symbols of positive arity as identity 
functions on the first argument. Note that in such states, “(x, y) is the reflexive 
transitive closure of R” is equivalent TV the assertion x s y. Consider the formula 
Q’ obtained from Q by (recursively) replacing each term of the form f (t,, . . . , tk ), 
k >O, .Gth its first argument, tl, and b!y replacing with true each atomic formula 
containing a predicate symbol other than! R. In states of the kind we are considering, 
this formula Q’ is equivalent to Q. By Lemma 9, there is an equivalent first order 
formula Q”. If we replace in this formula Q” each term of the ,form R(u, v) by 
u + 1 = v, we obtain a formula of the First Order Theory of Successor which 
expresses the predicate x G y. But it is well known that this predicate cannot be 
expressed in the First Order Theory of Successor. 
Theorem 5 holds for a much wider class of programs than just the while-programs 
we are considering. First, we can generalize the structure of the trees TU by allowing 
any trees whose edges carry labels frorn a finite set of assignment statements a.nd 
tests; the proof above still holds. Second, array assignments could also be 
allowed. To show this, the notion of slhuffle-program must be extcndcd to allow 
function symbols to appear on the lefthland side of assignment stat::ments and the 
construction of Q’ following Lemma 9 has to lbe modified slight1.f; we omit the 
details. This generalization covers DL with programs whose trees are context-free 
or recursively enumerable (as opposed to regular) as well as versions of DL whc.:e 
the trees TQ! are not effectively generable, cf. [4,9]. Third, we can expand the set 
T of tests allowed in the programs. For example, Lemma 9 and consequently 
Theorem 5 hold for ‘rich-test’ DL, where tests are inductively defined to be 
DL-formulae themselves. 
6. Other results and open problems 
The results reported above are part of a study of the comparative expressive 
power of different versions of DL [8,9:]. 
An interesting opin problem related to the results of Section 4 is whether 
nondeterminism adds to the expressive power 3f regular DE even in the presence 
of quantifiers. Note that for the richer class of r.e. programs, nondeterlminism does 
not alter the expressiveness of DL---the first author and J. Tiuryn show in a 
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forthcoming paper that de;erministic r.e. DL and nondeterministic r.e. DL (without 
array assignments), are equally expressive. 
When we enrich the class of programs and associated trees, assorted questions 
ut the expressive power of Loop arise. For example, ;,s looping of context-free 
trees expressible in context-free DL (cf. [4])? We conjecture that the techniques 
of Section 3 will extend to show that looping of context-free programs is definable 
in context-free DL. 
In the case that r.e. programs are allowed, i.e., in r.e. DL [4,9], the construction 
of formulas that express looping presents no difficulty: for each r.e. program a! 
there is anotjrer .e. progra,m p which, informally speaking, carries out a depth-first 
search of the execution tree of GY. Thus Loup* is equivalent o [fl] false. (We are 
assuming that the r.e. trees have finite fan-out from each node.) However, we 
observe that even context-free DL is inadequate to express Loop, for r.e. programs 
cy. The reason is that the spectrum, i.e., the set of cardinalities of finite models, of 
any formula of context-free DL is easily shown to be a recursive set, but it is not 
hard to exhibit a deterministic r.e. program cy such that the spectrum of Loop, is 
co-r-e, but not recursive. 
Another open question similar to the problem of expressing looping is whether 
the ‘intersection operator, n, of Algorithimic Logic [12!, 131 can be expressed in 
DL. The meaning of the Algorithmic Logic formula nc# was originally defined 
only for deterministic programs cy, and there are at least two different sensible ways 
to extend its meaning to nondeterministic programs. We can define nc# to be 
equivalent o Vn 3 0, <a, “)p, where a! n stands for the rvt -fold repetition of (Y. It is an 
open question whether or not Vn HI (an )P can be expressed in DL, with or without 
array assignments. A different and perhaps more natural extension of the meaning 
of (-GYP to nondetcrministic programs Q! is achieved by defining rlaP to be 
equivalent to Global-Loop, with ,G = while P do a! od. (See Section 2.2 for a 
definition of Global-Loop.) Again we do not know if this predicate is expressible 
in DL, with or without array assignments. 
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